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We report electrical transport measurements of arrays of PbSe nanocrystals forming the channels of field-
effect transistors. We measure the current in these devices as a function of source-drain voltage, gate voltage,
and temperature. Annealing is necessary to observe measurable current, after which a simple model of hopping
between intrinsic localized states describes the transport properties of the nanocrystal solid. We find that the
majority carriers are holes, which are thermally released from acceptor states. At low source-drain voltages, the
activation energy for the conductivity is given by the energy required to generate holes plus the activation over
barriers resulting from site disorder. At high source-drain voltages, the activation energy is given by the former
only. The thermal activation energy of the zero-bias conductance indicates that the Fermi energy is close to the
highest-occupied valence level, the 1Sh state, and this is confirmed by field-effect measurements, which give a
density of states of approximately 8 per nanocrystal as expected from the degeneracy of the 1Sh state.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals can be made to
self-assemble into a close-packed array, creating a novel ma-
terial known as a nanocrystal �NC� solid.1–6 Electrons in a
NC solid made from semiconductor NCs, in contrast to me-
tallic ones, have long-range Coulomb interactions,7 there-
fore, the motion of electrons is expected to be highly corre-
lated as long as the number of electrons per NC is not too
small. The ability to tune both the energy levels of the indi-
vidual NCs and the electronic coupling between NCs makes
these solids a promising test bed for investigating many-
body physics. It has been demonstrated that the charge den-
sity in semiconductor NC solids can be modulated,8 which
makes the system suitable for observing the predicted char-
acteristics of electronic correlations as a function of charge
density.9

We study PbSe NC solids because they have higher con-
ductances than the well-studied solids composed of II-VI
NCs.10–15 PbSe NCs display a narrower dispersion in elec-
tronic energy levels than the II-VI NCs as well as a higher
degeneracy,16 which increases the density of states available
for conduction.8,17 It is possible that charge carriers in PbSe
NC solids, which are holes, are generated by thermal excita-
tion of electrons into midgap states that arise from dangling
bonds on the surface. Bulk PbSe has midgap states closer to
the band edge than bulk CdSe, and thus, we expect a higher
density of charge carriers in PbSe NCs. Furthermore, PbSe
NCs have attracted much attention because of their interband
transitions in the IR and multiple exciton generation,18 and
hence, potential for application in novel optoelectronic
devices.19–21 Such applications involve electronic transport
through NC solids, thus necessitating a fundamental under-
standing of the conduction properties.

Experimental studies of charge transport in PbSe NC sol-
ids have revealed varied behavior. It has been reported that
this NC solid can be tuned from a regime displaying Cou-
lomb blockade to a regime exhibiting variable-range hopping
with a Coulomb gap in the density of states at the Fermi

energy.22 Talapin and Murray treated the NC solids with hy-
drazine and found variable-range hopping with a constant
density of states at the Fermi energy.8 Wehrenberg et al.
cross-linked the NCs, injected electrons into the NC films by
electrochemical gating, and found variable-range hopping
with a Coulomb gap.23,24

We report on charge transport in an untreated PbSe NC
solid that serves as the channel of an inverted field-effect
transistor �FET�. By modulating the voltage on the gate, we
vary the charge density and find that holes are the majority
carriers. The dependence of the conduction on temperature,
field, and gate voltage agrees with a model in which holes
are generated in the highest-occupied valence level by ther-
mal excitation from the Fermi energy, and the Fermi energy
is close to the band edge. Our results are consistent with a
model in which the intrinsic valence states are localized by
site disorder, and the transport is limited by hopping between
nearest neighbor localized states after thermal release of
holes from acceptors. Unlike previous studies,8,22,23 we do
not find evidence of variable-range hopping or Coulomb
blockade. In some cases, the NC solids studied previously8,23

are different from ours in that they were chemically treated
and electrons are the majority carriers. Nonetheless, we find
differing results even from prior studies of untreated PbSe
NC solids.22 Section II gives the details of our experimental
methods. Section III provides the results of our measure-
ments, and Secs. IV and V provide discussion and conclu-
sions, respectively.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

PbSe NCs are synthesized according to a modified version
of a previously described method.4,25,26 We add 0.38 g of
lead acetate trihydrate and 0.65 mL of oleic acid to 20 mL of
octadecene. The mixture is heated to 150 °C under argon to
dissolve the acetic acid. The solution is degassed for 2 h at
100 °C to remove acetic acid and water, thereby forming
lead oleate. The solution is heated to 180 °C under argon.
The solution was injected with 5 mL of 1M solution of tri-
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n-octylphosphine selenide in tri-n-octylphosphine. Lead se-
lenide NCs nucleate upon injection. The NCs are grown for
approximately 5 min and then cooled to room temperature.
The resulting NCs have a diameter of 6.2�0.4 nm, as deter-
mined by transmission electron microscopy �TEM�, with a
capping layer of oleic acid of thickness �2 nm. The solution
is transferred to the nitrogen environment of a glovebox.

To make films of NC arrays, we process the growth solu-
tion in a glovebox according to previously reported
methods.27 A mixture of methanol and butanol is added to
the solution to precipitate the NCs. The sample is centrifuged
to collect the NCs, and the supernatant is discarded. The NCs
are redissolved in hexane and passed through a 0.2 �m filter.
The resulting solution is centrifuged to precipitate remaining
salts. The precipitate is discarded and the NCs remain in the
supernatant. The NCs are precipitated a second time in a
mixture of methanol and butanol as described above, except
this time they are passed through a 0.1 �m filter. After pre-
cipitating the NCs a third time, the NCs are redissolved in a
9:1 hexane:octane mixture and passed through a 0.02 �m
filter. The solution is drop cast onto an inverted FET as de-
picted in Fig. 1.

The inverted FET �Fig. 1� consists of gold bar electrodes
patterned on a silicon substrate with a 330 nm layer of ther-
mally grown silicon oxide.10 The silicon substrate is degen-
erately doped with arsenic and serves as a back gate. Pairs of
gold electrodes �Fig. 1�a�� are 800 �m in length, 200 �m in
width, and separated by a 1 �m gap; the electrodes are
100 nm thick. The FETs are attached to a chip carrier with
silver epoxy. Gold wire bonds serve as the electrical connec-
tion between the electrodes and the chip carrier. Before de-
positing the films of NCs, we test the device to ensure that
the leakage current between the drain and source electrodes
is �300 fA and that the leakage current between the gate
and the drain or source electrodes is �5 pA. We bake the
bare device for 1 h at 150 °C to dry the surface and deposit
the film over the entire surface. The film between the elec-
trodes has a thickness of approximately 300 nm, correspond-
ing to about 40 monolayers. Each monolayer has �130 NCs
in series and �100 000 NCs in parallel between the elec-
trodes. After depositing the NCs, the solid is allowed to dry
overnight in an inert atmosphere.

The sample is transferred from a nitrogen environment to
a Janis VPF-700 cryostat without exposure to air, and the
cryostat is maintained under vacuum. The sample is annealed
in the cryostat at 400–410 K, during which we monitor the
increase in conductance with annealing. After �35 min, the
conductance saturates and we transfer the sample to an Ox-
ford Variox cryostat. During the transfer, the sample is ex-
posed to air for less than 5 min. Electrical measurements are
performed in the Oxford Variox cryostat while the sample is
held in helium exchange gas. For dc measurements, a
Yokogawa 7611 voltage source provides the drain-source
voltage, Vds, and a Keithly 2400 sourcemeter provides volt-
age to the gate, Vg. The current is amplified by an Ithaco
1211 current amplifier and is measured by an HP 34401A
DMM. For measurements of differential conductance,
dI /dVds, an HP 3325A function generator provides an ac
voltage and a PARC 5316 lock-in amplifier is added at the
output of the current amplifier. The temperature is controlled
with an Oxford ITC 503. We have measured transport prop-
erties of approximately 15 samples; for all but one, the func-
tional dependences on Vds and Vg are very similar.

For glancing incidence small angle x-ray scattering
�GISAXS� experiments, we prepare samples by baking a
bare silicon substrate for 1 h at 150 °C to dry the surface.
We drop cast the NCs on the silicon substrate in a nitrogen
environment and the sample is not exposed to air until it is
dry. To compare the films before and after annealing, we
prepare a second sample in parallel, which we anneal under
vacuum at 400 K for 35 min. The oven is situated in the
nitrogen environment of the glovebox so that the sample
does not see air prior to annealing. GISAXS experiments are
performed with a PANalytical multipurpose diffractometer.

III. RESULTS

Figure 2�a� shows the optical absorption spectrum of col-
loidal NCs in a solution of trichloro-trifluoroethane. The first
absorption peak, corresponding to a transition that creates the
lowest-energy exciton with both the electron and hole in 1S
states �1Sh−1Se�,17,26,28,29 occurs at 695 meV with a full
width at half maximum of 53 meV. TEM images indicate
that the NCs have an average diameter of 6.2�0.4 nm and
self-assemble into hexagonally close-packed arrays.26 Data
from GISAXS �Fig. 2�b�� show that the average thickness of
the oleic acid capping layer decreases with annealing from
�2 nm to �1 nm, most likely resulting from further inter-
digitation of the oleic acid molecule.26 Upon annealing, the
widths of the first two peaks broaden and the third can no
longer be resolved, indicating an increase in disorder. TEM
data confirm that disorder increases with annealing.

Prior to annealing, the current through the array is immea-
surable ��100 fA� with an applied field up to 105 V /cm.
After the film is annealed at 400 K for 35 min, the zero-bias
conductance at 295 K is 10−6 �−1, an increase of more than
6-orders of magnitude. Figure 3 displays the current in the
annealed film as a function of drain-source voltage with Vg
=0 for different temperatures. We observe Ohmic behavior at
low fields for T�40 K. In this regime, the temperature de-
pendence is strongest. For T�40 K as well as in a high-field
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic of the inverted FET and the
circuit used in the experiments. Silicon oxide 330 nm thick is
grown on a n-doped silicon wafer. Gold electrodes 200�800
�0.1 �m3, separated by a distance of 1 �m, are microfabricated on
the silicon oxide surface. NCs 6.2 nm in diameter are drop cast
from solution on the structure, resulting in a film approximately
300 nm thick.
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regime for T�40 K, the current deviates from Ohmic behav-
ior and the temperature dependence is weaker.

Current as a function of drain-source voltage at 4 K with
Vg=0 V is shown on a linear plot in the inset of Fig. 3.
Previous studies of charge transport in arrays of PbSe NCs
have found a threshold in voltage, interpreted as resulting
from Coulomb blockade.22 While it appears that the I−Vds
curve, when displayed on a linear plot in the inset of Fig. 3,
exhibits this behavior, there is no evidence of a threshold
when I-Vds is plotted on a log-log scale.

From the data shown in Fig. 3, we extract the zero-bias
conductance as a function of temperature and plot it in
Fig. 4. The zero-bias conductance is immeasurable
��10−13 �−1� at temperatures below 30 K. Above 30 K, the
conductance fits well to an Arrehnius equation, G�T�
=G0 exp�−EA /kBT� with an activation energy EA

=42�2 meV.
To explore further the temperature dependence, we plot

current versus inverse temperature for various values of
drain-source voltage in Fig. 5. Between 30 and 200 K, the
data at each value of Vds are well described by an Arrhenius
equation with an activation energy that decreases with in-
creasing drain-source voltage. Prior measurements of con-
ductivity in arrays of CdTe �Ref. 27� and PbS �Ref. 30� NCs
also have found Arrhenius behavior with an activation en-
ergy that decreases with field. In Fig. 5�b�, we plot the acti-
vation energy versus the applied field.

Figure 6 shows the I-Vds curves at various gate voltages.
When we vary Vg and modulate the charge density, we find
that the magnitude of the current changes, but the depen-
dence on source-drain bias does not. From this, we conclude
that the conduction mechanism is insensitive to the charge

density. The current increases �decreases� as Vg is made more
negative �positive�.

We find that the current is hysteretic with variation of Vg.
To reduce the hysteresis, we pulse the voltage on the gate
according to the following technique. An ac voltage of
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FIG. 2. �a� Optical absorption spectrum of NCs in solution. The
first absorption peak occurs at 695 meV. The insets are TEM im-
ages of a NC film on a carbon grid before annealing �top inset� and
after annealing �bottom inset�. The NCs have a mean diameter of
6.2�0.4 nm. �b� GISAXS diffraction pattern of a NC film as de-
posited on a silicon substrate �solid line� and after annealing at
400 K for 35 min �dotted line�. The thickness of the capping layer
decreases from �2 nm to �1 nm upon annealing.
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100 mV rms and 13 Hz is applied across the source-drain
electrodes. Vg is stepped in increments of 10 V. For each
value of Vg, the potential on the gate is applied for 5 s and
the differential conductance is measured. Then Vg is set to
0 V for 5 s to allow the sample to relax. This method re-
duces the hysteresis because trapping of charge on a time
scale greater than 5 s is eliminated. Figure 7 displays the
differential conductance as a function of Vg measured in this
way at 150 K. Vg is stepped from 0 V up to 60 V, then down
to −60 V and back to 0 V. These data are consistent with
those shown in Fig. 6 in that the conductance increases �de-
creases� as Vg is made more negative �positive�.

The temperature dependence of the current at Vds=6 V
for different values of gate voltage is displayed in Fig. 8�a�.
The current is measured at a fixed temperature while the gate
voltage is varied, and then the current is replotted against
inverse temperature. At each value of Vg, the data are fitted
to an Arrhenius equation. As Vg is made more negative �posi-
tive�, the activation energy decreases �increases�, as dis-
played in Fig. 8�b�.

IV. DISCUSSION

The differential conductance increases �decreases� with
increasing negative �positive� Vg �Fig. 7�, indicating that
holes are the majority carrier in the NC solid as found
previously.8 In bulk PbSe, unpassivated Se atoms as well as
oxidation create acceptor states.31 It is likely that the same
kinds of acceptors are present in NCs, especially at the sur-
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faces, and that these acceptor states are distributed in energy
in the band gap. The acceptors shift the Fermi energy toward
the valence band of the NC solid. We believe, for reasons
discussed below, that the density of states is similar to that
sketched in Fig. 9�a�, with the Fermi energy lying in the
acceptor states that are close to the valence band.

The temperature dependence of the zero-bias conductance
�Fig. 4� is well described by an Arrhenius equation with an
activation energy EA=42 meV. We propose a model in
which thermal energy is required to generate a hole in the
NC from the acceptor on its surface as well as for phonon-
assisted hopping between NCs with different site energies.
The latter is necessary as long as the disorder in site energy
is larger than the hopping matrix element between NCs. The
zero bias conductivity does not distinguish between the dif-
ferent components of the activation energy. Rather, the acti-
vation energy is the energy between the Fermi energy �F and
the highest-energy point in the percolation path that holes
must traverse to pass from one electrode to the other. For
reasons that will become apparent in the discussion of the
field dependence of the conductance, it is convenient to di-
vide the activation energy as follows: ��F−�1Sh

� is the energy
required to excite a hole from an acceptor state at the Fermi
energy to a 1Sh state given at an energy of �1Sh

,36 and �* is
the energy required to hop between NCs, which is set by the
variation in energy of the 1Sh states. This is illustrated in Fig.
10�a�. Without loss of generality, we write

EA = ��F − �1Sh
� + �*. �1�

From optical absorption of NCs in solution, we find the
variation in site energy �* to be 53 meV �Fig. 2�a��. This
value is consistent with previous data of Liljeroth et al.,32

who typically found that the width of the band of 1Sh states
is �65 meV in an annealed film of NCs. While there are
several possible contributions to the variation in site energy
of NCs in a film, the similarity between �* for NCs in a
solution and in a film suggests that the dominant contribution
is the variation in size of the NC and its consequent variation
in confinement in energy. The activation energy at zero bias
of 42 meV is smaller than these values, suggesting that the
Fermi level lies in the tail of the 1Sh band as sketched in Fig.
9�a�.

As shown in Fig. 6, the dependence of the current on
source-drain voltage is essentially independent of gate volt-
age. This observation allows us to analyze the influence of
the gate and of the source-drain voltage separately. For a
given change in gate voltage, the change in the occupancy of
states and the associated change in the charge density owing
to the gate are in steady state. The application of Vds results
in only a small variation in the steady-state charge density
because Vds is small compared to Vg in our measurements. In
the following, we analyze the effect of Vds on the activation
energy and then the effect of Vg.

As noted in connection with Fig. 5, the temperature de-
pendence of the conductance changes with applied field. We
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expect the field to modify the energy required to generate a
carrier: ��F−�1Sh

�→ ��F−�1Sh
�−eFx, where e is the electron

charge, F is the electric field, and x is the distance separating
an acceptor state on the surface of the NC from the 1Sh state
in the core of the NC.37 The field also reduces the energy
required to hop between NCs with different site energies:
�*→�*−eFd, where d is the center-to-center distance be-
tween NCs. Thus, in the presence of a field, the activation
energy is given by

EA = ��F − �1Sh
� − eFx + �* − eFd . �2�

At low fields, the slope of the activation energy versus field
is e�x+d�. Above a critical field Fc, given by eFcd=�*,
charge carriers always hop to NCs with lower site energies.
Thus, holes always hop to NCs with higher site energies as
illustrated in Fig. 10�b�. Hopping no longer requires the ab-
sorption of a phonon, and the slope of the activation energy
versus field is simply ex. These two length scales are appar-
ent in Fig. 5�b�. At the highest fields �3�104 V /cm�F
�105 V /cm�, we find x=1.1�0.1 nm. This is a measure of
the distance between an acceptor state on the surface of the
NC and the 1Sh state in the core, and is a reasonable estimate
of the distance between the surface of the NC and its core. In
the low-field region �102 V /cm�F�104 V /cm�, we find x
+d=12�4 nm. Using the value x=1.1 nm, we find d
=11�4 nm, which is within errors of �7.2 nm, the value
we expect for the center-to-center distance between NCs
based on the size of the NCs and the thickness of the organic
capping layer. The change in the slope at �104 V /cm indi-
cates that this is approximately the critical field. At this field,
the activation energy has been reduced by �20 meV, about
half the variation in energy measured optically, which seems
reasonable. At a sufficiently high field, tunneling between
nanocrystals is expected to be limited by the height and
width of the potential barrier caused by the molecules of the
cap layer. However, at the highest fields used in our measure-
ments, the current appears �Fig. 5�b�� to still be limited by
thermal release of holes from the acceptor states.

The I-Vds characteristic in Fig. 3 is consistent with this
model. The conductance is Ohmic at low fields �for T
�40 K� and becomes non-Ohmic at higher fields. The cross-
over from Ohmic to non-Ohmic behavior is expected to oc-
cur when the field reduces the activation energy by an
amount �kBT. The triangles in Fig. 3 indicate the value of
Vds for which the crossover is predicted, namely, where
	EA�eF�x+d��kBT, and is in good agreement with the
data.

Figure 8 shows how the temperature dependence of the
conductance changes with gate voltage at high Vds. As shown
above, at high fields, the activation energy is given by the
energy required to release holes from acceptors, rather than
by the energy necessary to hop between NCs. Thus, the
variation in the activation energy in this regime results from
a shift in the Fermi energy caused by the addition of charge
to the NC solid. Figure 9�a� shows the position of the Fermi
energy before Vg is applied. With the application of a nega-
tive Vg, which removes electrons or adds holes, the Fermi
energy shifts deeper into the band as illustrated in Fig. 9�b�.
As the voltage on the gate is made more negative �positive�,
�F decreases �increases� and the activation energy decreases
�increases�, as shown in Fig. 8�b�. The charge density added
to the film by the gate is

	
 = C	Vg/s = eD��F�	�F, �3�

where C is the capacitance per unit area between the gate and
the film, s is the screening length in the NC solid, e is the
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FIG. 10. �Color online� �a� 1Sh states are distributed in energy
versus position with the variation given by �*. At F=0, the acceptor
states right above the Fermi energy are vacant and the energy to
excite a hole into the 1Sh state is ��F−�1Sh

�. The subsequent energy
required to hop through the array is given by �*. �b� When F�0,
the energy of the drain electrode is raised by eFL, where L is the
spacing between the source and drain electrodes. The energy to
excite a hole is reduced by eFx �where x is the distance between the
core and the surface of the NC.� For F�Fc �where Fc is described
in the text�, holes always hop to NCs with higher site energies and,
thus, no longer require the absorption of a phonon. The current is
limited by the energy required to excite a hole, which is the differ-
ence between the energy of the acceptor state on the surface and the
energy of the 1Sh state in the NC and is given by ��F−�1Sh

�−eFx.
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electron charge, and D��F� is the density of states at the
Fermi energy. The screening length can be estimated using
the Thomas-Fermi expression

s =	 �

e2D��F�
, �4�

where � is the dielectric constant of the NC solid. To solve
for s from these two equations, we take �=250 and use the
slope of the line between successive data points in Fig. 8�b�
for 	�F /	Vg. We find s=8 nm, approximately the size of
one NC. We conclude that all the charge is added to the first
monolayer of NCs adjacent to the oxide. Previous work
shows that ��100 for PbSe NCs,33 but a smaller value of �
would only make s even smaller. This indicates that the
change in conductance as a function of gate voltage �Fig. 7�
results from a change in the charge density in the first mono-
layer only, while the conductance in the rest of the sample
remains unchanged.

Knowing this, we can extract the density of states at the
Fermi energy. For −20 V�Vg�0 V �Fig. 8�b��, we find
D��F��1020 /eV cm3 at Vds=6 V. An estimate of the density
of the 1Sh states based on the linewidth of the optical absorp-
tion peak, the spatial density of the NCs, and the eightfold
degeneracy of the 1Sh state4,28,34,35 is D��F��4.4
�1020 /eV cm3, in good agreement with the density of states
derived from the data in Fig. 8�b�. As Vg is made more nega-
tive than −20 V, the Fermi energy moves further into the 1Sh
band and the density of states at the Fermi energy increases,
as reflected in Fig. 9�b�. Owing to the higher density of states
at the Fermi energy, more holes need to be added to the film
to move the Fermi energy by a given amount. Thus, a given
decrease in gate voltage results in a smaller change in the
Fermi energy as reflected in the decreasing slope of EA ver-
sus Vg in Fig. 8�b�.

From our field-effect data �Fig. 7�, we extract a field-
effect hole mobility in the regime where current varies lin-
early with Vds. We find �lin�4�10−5 cm2 /V s at 150 K in
the regime of zero bias. Previous studies report a hole mo-
bility of ��10−4 cm2 /V s from photocurrent measurements
in arrays of CdTe NCs27 and a field-effect hole mobility in
chemically treated PbSe NCs of �lin�0.09 cm2 /V s at
120 K.8 We find a smaller mobility most likely because our
NC solids have a thicker capping layer.

Of course, our mobility is also reduced because holes are
added to the NC solid at the energy of the acceptor states, not
at the transport energy. However, we estimate that this re-
duces the mobility by no more than a factor of �10 at 150 K
�Fig. 7�. One might suggest that the field-effect mobility is
reduced by trapping in the oxide or at the oxide/NC-solid
interface. The hysteresis that we observe in field-effect mea-
surements indicates that there is a large enough density of
slow traps to reduce the charge added to the NC solid. While
the pulsed-gate technique eliminates trapping that occurs on
a long time scale, it would not be surprising if there were
also a large density of fast traps. However, the good agree-
ment we find above between the experimentally derived and
the expected density of states suggests that most of the
charge is added to the NC solid.

The model we propose ignores Coulomb interactions be-
tween holes. On the one hand, the amount of charge added to
the NC solid corresponds to the order of one hole per NC in
the first monolayer, and correlations are expected to be sig-
nificant at these charge densities. On the other hand, the large
dielectric constant of PbSe NC solids reduces the Coulomb
interaction, making it likely that disorder dominates. Were
many-body interactions strongly affecting the transport, we
would expect the dependence of the current on field to
change with gate voltage. Figure 6 shows that there is little
such change.

An alternative explanation for the small activation energy
seen in the zero-bias conductance is that it arises from
variable-range hopping �VRH� as has been speculated.8,22,23

The temperature range of Fig. 4 is not large enough to dis-
tinguish unambiguously simply activated conduction from
VRH without a Coulomb gap. However, analysis of the data
shows that if VRH is the dominant mechanism, then the
hopping distance in the temperature range of our experi-
ments is comparable to the distance between NCs. This
would make the model no different from that of nearest-
neighbor hopping, which we assume above. It is also difficult
to understand how others find VRH with a Coulomb gap
above 4 K.22,23 The high dielectric constant found in PbSe
NCs33 indicates that a Coulomb gap would become apparent
only well below 4 K.

V. CONCLUSIONS

By measuring the dependence of current on source-drain
voltage, gate voltage, and temperature, we have shown that
our PbSe NC solids are well described by a simple model of
hopping between the highest-energy filled states of the NCs.
After annealing, the Fermi energy is close to the edge of the
highest-occupied valence level, as evidenced by the small
activation energy of the current and by field-effect measure-
ments, which give a density of states close to that expected
for the 1Sh band.

The activation energy is given by the energy to excite
holes from acceptor states and activation over additional bar-
riers resulting from the site disorder. By applying high elec-
tric fields, we separate these two components and measure
the length scales associated with them. Not surprisingly, we
find that the separation of a hole from an acceptor state oc-
curs over a distance comparable to the spacing between the
surface of the NC and its core, and the length scale associ-
ated with motion through the NC array is the center-to-center
distance between NCs. Furthermore, the energy dispersion
that limits the hole motion once it is free is about the same
size as the energy dispersion measured by optical spectros-
copy of NCs in a colloidal suspension. The density of states
extracted from field-effect data is consistent with this as well.
All of these suggest that the variation in energies of the lo-
calized intrinsic states is largely determined by the small
variation in size of the NCs.
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